Global Policy Jobs
GP Jobs
GP Jobs advertises opportunities in academia, the private and third sectors, to both early career and
established professionals. Jobs will be posted on our jobs board and advertised through Global Policy’s
website, e-mail, and social media channels. We currently offer three listing types:

Rates
Basic


Up to a month-long listing on our Jobs page



One week’s worth of daily tweets



A posting on Facebook and LinkedIn



£100 (first posting free)

Standard


Up to three months of listing on our Jobs page



One week’s worth of daily tweets per month



A posting on Facebook and LinkedIn per month



Inclusion in four weekly newsletters



Your job appearing next to all Opinion page content (blogs, columns, essays, and reviews) focused on
relevant topics for the duration.



£250

Campaign


Up to three months of listing on our Jobs page



Your job on Global Policy’s homepage for six weeks



Two weeks’ worth of tweets per month



Two postings on Facebook and LinkedIn per month



Inclusion in twelve weekly newsletters



Your job appearing next to all Opinion page content (blogs, columns, essays, and reviews) focused on relevant
topics for the duration.



£450
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Audience
Global Policy is read and subscribed to by leading academic institutions and multilateral international organisations. We produce five core journal issues per year, including an annual issue of Global Policy: Next Generation, and numerous thematic Special Issues.

Our online platform (www.globalpolicyjournal.com) averages around 1,000 users per day. They turn to Global
Policy for access to the journals, daily online opinion pieces, occasional essays, videos, webinars, and other
events. We have over 12,000 followers on Twitter and a substantial presence on Facebook and LinkedIn. Our
weekly newsletter detailing the platform’s latest content goes out to over 7,000 contacts and Global Policy’s
distinguished board members.
Global Policy has partnerships and works with a wide range of academic and practitioner audiences. They
include the Global Policy North Network of leading universities in the United Kingdom, the Observer Research
Foundation in India, the Emerging Global Governance (EGG) group at SAIS, Johns Hopkins University, and the
international Global Governance Futures (GGF) group of young leaders. They ensure Global Policy stays
connected to and is informed by cutting edge research, debate, and practice, and that its reach extends to
audiences beyond academic campuses.

About US
Founded in 2010, Global Policy is an innovative and interdisciplinary journal and online platform that brings
together world class academics and leading practitioners to analyse public and private solutions to global
issues. It focuses on understanding global collective action problems and competing and converging discourses about global risks and policy responses. Global Policy is non-partisan and strives to showcase independent,
rigorous research and argument from a diversity of contributors.

Contact Us
Email: jobs@global-policy.com
Phone: +44 1865 920720
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